W H AT’ S NEW AT
O REG ON FLOWE RS ?
SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:
KEEP IN MIND:

COMING
SOON:
Viburnum: The gorgeous crimson colored
berries of the Viburnum Berry, with its
contrasting green foliage, makes a vibrant
and bold statement.
Viburnum berries will
be available mid July!

Hops: These 16’ vines
are an attention grabber. Although they are
mostly known for
brewing beer, they are
making quite a statement in the floral industry. The strands of
hops will be available at
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Mini Callas
Our beautiful mini calla lilies
are in full force! From the majestic white to the playful yellow, and many
colors in between, the mini
calla lily is quite
the show stopper. These
amazing flowers Captain Aguila
add texture. and
showcase a spectrum of hues that
compliment any
color scheme.
The long-lasting,
sturdy blooms Captain Romance
of the mini
calla lily are available in black,
yellow, red, pink,
purple, white and
mango.

How to care: Once you receive your shipment, unpack
your callas immediately, it is
possible that
they may appear
limp– this is normal. Cut the
stems at an angle
and place them
Captain Safari in about 1-2
inches of water.
Be sure that
they are in a
thoroughly
cleaned and
rinsed container.
Captain Promise Mini callas do
not need a full
vase of water
and doing so
may cause the
stems to become soft. Mini

callas lilies are harvested and
shipped fully open and do not require time to open.
Pack:
Mini Callas come 10 stems in a
bunch. They are packed 15 or 25
bunches in a box.

FLOWER OF THE MONTH:
Similar to the famous Casablanca,
the Crystal Blanca has large, pure
white flowers and a very powerful stem . The Crystal Blanca has
been a strong staple for us that is
a tried and true
performer. You
can count on this
beautiful lily year
round!

Schwartzwalder Captain Ventura

Martin’s Message

the end of July!
Calla lilies have been a very
well received product line, and
we will keep expanding the
varieties, as well as the availability. The current season is
from May until October/ November. Our production is
steady so ask us for specific
colors and varieties, or we can

make up a box with a nice assortment. Give me a call if you
have questions or comments
about the calla lilies, or any
other flower that we grow.
Enjoy the summer!
Martin
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In the picture
you see our
Granddaughter,
Kamari
(1yr)
helping me check
out the calla lilies
in the greenhouse.

